	
  
	
  

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
ICE Stickers
Version 2.1

ICE Stickers are used to save your medical alert information and to have this information
easy available in case of an emergency. The stickers are put on any item you wear or carry
with you.
Feature
Stickers

Laminated and water resistant
polypropylene (PP)
Available in three different packaging
sizes
Info inlay
Web service
Unique QR code
Unique Taggisar URL
Taggisar App for iPhone and Android

Configuration wizard

Emergency contact
Medical alert information

Personal information

Personal photo – a selfie
Medications log

Description
Stickers with adhesive to attach to any item you
wear of carry with you. The size of the stickers
are 46x22 mm.
Sticker material: PP TOP WHITE / S692N /
BG45WH
1-packs (60x87 mm), 2-packs (60x87 mm) and
5-packs (60x200 mm)
The packaging includes an info inlay with help
instructions
Each sticker is connected to a Taggisar web
service
Each stickers has a unique QR that leads to the
connected web service
Each sticker has a unique Taggisar URL that
leads to the connected web service
To scan the QR code a Taggisar QR scanner app
is available for free download at Apple App
Store and at Google Play
When scanning the QR code or visting the
unique Taggisar URL on each sticker you reach
an easy wizard to fill in your information.
In the Taggisar you save contact information to
people to contact in case of an emergency
In the Taggisar you save medical information
like allergies, current medications and if you
have any diseases
In the Taggisar you save your name and date of
birth. Recommended is also social security
number and insurance number.
In the Taggisar you can upload one or several
pictures of yourself for identification.
If you have several current medications, this
can be entered in a separate section available
via the Medications button. This section

Geographical position

Send Alarm

Send “I am OK”

Send “I am here”

Automatically share current position at
a scan

Connect ICE stickers

App Icon

PIN code
Change PIN code
Forgot PIN code
Registration email

presents when the information was edited and
by who.
The GPS coordinates latitude and longitude can
be read out from the smartphone scanning the
Taggisar. If this feature is enabled, the
coordinates will be displayed on the first page
as soon as they are available, or when clicking
the View Position button.
By clicking the Alarm button, you can send a
text message to the emergency contact
persons. The message will be sent as an SMS if a
mobile number has been entered, and as an
email if an email address has been entered. The
message will include a link to your Taggisar and
you a map showing your location (if GPS
coordinates was received from the phone)
NOTE: Mobile numbers must be entered in
international format, like: +44 958 23 1242
If you have sent an Alarm but would like to
signal you are fine, you can send an “I am OK”
message.
If you would like to inform your emergency
contacts where you are, you send this message
that also will include a link to a map showing
your location.
By this feature email messages including a link
to a map with the current position will
automatically be sent upon a scan. For
example, you as a parent can subscribe to
messages from a Taggisar put on your child’s
bicycle helmet.
If you have several ICE stickers and would like
to display the same information in all of them,
you can connect them to each other. You only
enter your information into one Taggisar and
then link the other ones to this one.
For easy access of your own ICE sticker, you can
save your ICE Sticker to the home screen of
your smartphone.
Each sticker has a PIN code to lock and unlock
the sticker for editing.
The PIN code can be changed to any code you
like
If you have forgotten your PIN code, you can
enter your email address to have it sent to you.
After registration of an ICE sticker, you will
receive an email confirming your registration.
The email includes the PIN code and the link to

Multi Language Support

Print Ice Card

reach the Taggisar.
The default language in the Taggisar is English.
Under Settings you can choose from several
other languages. Both the service (instructions,
menus and buttons) and your personal entered
information will be translated.
This feature creates a PDF file to be printed
including the information you have entered
into your Taggisar. The printed PDF can then
easily be folded and put in your wallet or in any
other suitable place.

	
  	
  
The ICE Stickers 2-pack
	
  

The info inlay inside the packaging

